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Location:_____________________________________________
___ 

AGORA ________________________________ 
Overview

The Boulder Creek Path and surrounding parks are 
one of the irreplaceable jewels of Boulder.  We 
propose to enhance this area with a sculptural, 
solar powered, illuminated Agora, and to further 
enrich this vibrant pedestrian-friendly zone with 
brick plazas, and new paths. This would be phase 
1 of our Vision proposal . 
Agoras promote awareness and appreciation for 
the connection between people and their 
environment.

Agoras are multi-purpose, multi-sensory, 
interconnected sculptural sanctuaries. Our design 
includes enhanced circulation patterns that offer 
alternate routes for pedestrians and lane 
designation for the multi –use paths as well as a 
floodplain mitigation plan using landsculpting (re-
contouring) and “greening” paved parking areas 
that drain well.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The agora (Ancient Greek: Ἀγορά, Agorá) was a central spot in ancient Greek city-states. The literal meaning of the word is "gathering place" or "assembly". The agora was the center of athletic, artistic, spiritual and political life of the city.Agoras are gathering places that sensitively and artfully improve parklands and open spaces. Restorascapes (Restorascapes is the name of our business) provides solutions to all guiding principles and project assumptions of BCA’s competition, enhancing the crown jewel of Boulder’s core.  Skillfully nestled along the Boulder Creek promenade, our Vision Project incorporates three pavilions that foster a broad spectrum of community activity and connections, similar to ancient Agoras of Greece or nostalgic town-squares. Evidence-based Biophilic architectural design weaves together state of the art sustainability technologies, multi-sensory features, art, and interactive methods to support physiological and spiritual wellness.   All design elements accentuate beneficial energetic connections with place. These benefits include people connecting with nature and Earth’s elements, people connecting with people; interconnected pedestrian circulation patterns and pathways; connection with historical landmarks; connections with the energy of the sun, the Earth and the sky; plus connections with native heritage and Arapahoe symbolism. These spaces act as classrooms, stages, and contemplative spaces. Restorascapes are restorative and regenerative Artscapes.Our mission is to design and build solar powered sculpturalsanctuaries that explore the interdependence between Humanhealth and Environmental health by offering solutions toimprove both. We encourage the protection of our naturalresources by seeking to reuse local , indigenous plants and materials .These gathering places provide multi-sensory interactive experiences thatprompt people to pause, look, listen and learn.  �



Rather than focus on new buildings for downtown, we 
propose to celebrate the Civic heart of Boulder by 
enhancing people’s connection to and appreciation of 
nature through a new pedestrian-only path along Boulder 
Creek, anchored by four (one for the Catalytic phase) 
new unique, interactive solar powered-pavilions.  We 
propose to use art to educate and create a renewed 
sense of Wonder.

Our solution is also grounded in the practical realities of 
this site: it is specifically designed to respect the flood-
plain requirements, enhance night-time public safety, 
provide access and new recreational opportunities for all, 
enhance the current vibrant civic uses of these spaces 
and point towards an environmentally sustainable future.

Reclaiming downtown for pedestrians, 
art and nature

Location:_____________________________________________
___ 

Project Title: AGORA                           _ Approach
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) We are providing direct, experiential and multi-sensory connection with nature. Agoras unite the Civic Heart of Boulder with nature, connecting the urban environment with the Earth.  Restorascapes demonstrate ecological principles of sustainability, reuse of materials, and sensitivity to ones surroundings, mindfulness and vibrant interactive community collaboration. 2) Providing safe spaces for reflection, passive and active enjoyment as well as social gatherings and special events engenders community vitality in the epicenter of Boulder. Neuroscience reveals positive sensory experiences increase alertness, stimulating feelings of aliveness and connection. Our use of light and sound improves safety and engages the public interactively.3) Contemplative sounds, climate sounds, natural habitat recordings, native flute and indigenous instruments combined with birdsongs and water elements encourages re-inhabiting the area—honoring our cultural and natural heritage. 5) Creating pathways and circulation patterns enhances accessibility and connectedness with new and existing amenities. Emergency access is accommodated. 6) Restorascapes pavilions are multi-functional and multi-sensory. They can be used as educational classrooms, public art performances and demonstrations as well as places for personal reflection and renewal. MOI :Resurfacing parking lots with used brick to increase drainage and minimize runoff. Landsculpting and revegetation to improve erosion control and redirect flood waters towards the creek and ditches. Unambiguous minimal designs of gathering places with well defined pedestrian access in addition to color coding circulation directions on the multi use paths. Solar PV canopies to illuminate the Civic Area increasing activity at night and safety. Solar PV canopies to illuminate , shelter and heat (when needed) the Farmer’s Market , eliminating the need for individual tents.are both appealing and peaceful. Each Pavillion isdesigned using golden ratio proportions, allowing for their harmoniousintegration within the geometry of nature that theysimulate .Restorascapes are landmarks of wellness, education andsustainability.Our building strategy is to keep as low a carbon footprint asPossible. Most of the construction will becompleted on location with local re-usable or recycledmaterials. Each solar canopy is custom designed andfabricated in our studios.Structural materials: Local indigenous stone, waterproofnylon, _flexible thin film solar panels, steel tubing or laminatedwood , Litracon concrete, reused brick, Landscape: indigenous stone, native plants, lighting, motionsensors, educational plaquesSound and Light system: Instruments, programmable audiotimer, led lights, batteries, inverters, electrical wiringOperational requirements: Sunlight�



Why Choose Our Design?
What about your proposal is innovative or inspirational?   

We are Creating a dynamic, interactive sense of place like nowhere else on earth !
Our design proposes to celebrate the Civic heart of downtown by enhancing people’s 

connection to and appreciation of nature through a pedestrian path along Boulder Creek, 
anchored by four ( Catalytic 1) new sculptural pavilions, and new brick plazas to materially 
connect this area to the Pearl Street Mall. 
Our Catalytic proposal is phase 1 of our Vision plan. This phase would incorporate one 
Agora : the Water Pavilion. Each Agora is a sound and light interactive, solar powered 
sculpture. They are made of materials that are both state-of-the-art and drawn from the existing 
site: Litracon transparent concrete, solar PV nylon fabric, LED lighting, and in the language of 
the library, white painted steel and local flagstone.  All are inscribed with quotations to inspire 
appreciation of nature.
Water Pavilion – situated just west of the library and south of the creek, this flagstone 
amphitheater enshrines the existing site’s labyrinth in its floor, and offers a PV canopy for 
shade, and a fountain for refreshment.
We address Transformative Placemaking seriously and offer a comprehensive vision that 
embraces the entire Civic Area and can spill out well beyond just the focus area and enhances 
the area along the Canyon Blvd corridor .
Our ecological plan includes revegetation of wetland areas and improving the root aeration of 
our majestic trees by resurfacing parking areas with a drainable surface.
Flood Mitigation is also addressed by this resurfacing (which will reduce the risk of high waters 
washing away automobiles) as well as with landsculpting with 
contours to re orient waters towards ditches and the Creek.
We are local collaborative group   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add up to 200 words here in notes to support your submissionResponse to the Competition Charge�The city is looking for creative ideas that demonstrate the following:- Transformative placemaking - Cohesive mix of public and private uses and activities- Ecological and environmental restoration along Boulder Creek- Flood zone avoidance and mitigation- Vibrant activities and inclusiveness for all ages, agilities, and backgrounds - Supportive and complimentary to the vitality of downtown and surrounding areas- Feasible and creative funding and partnership strategies



Enhanced flood and personal safety

Required Principle: Life and Property Safety

Submission No:_____________________(Organizer Use Only)
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These pavilions, artistic land-sculpting, surrounding 
landscaping and conversion of existing parking lots to 
brick parking plazas not only comply with the floodplain 
requirements, but help to mitigate flood danger by 
increasing the permeable surface (replacing paved 
parking with brick) and slowing flood waters.  These 
illuminated pavilions will bring increased night-time 
public use to the creek path and parks, enhancing 
safety.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Symbolic, geographic and functional  importance of the “Civic Heart of Boulder” must be inclusive for people to interact with one another and with the Government -  complementary to the Pearl Street (commercial heart) and downtown.   Want it to be a place to interface and conduct city business and be creativeMust represent cultural richness, history and diversity of the community (mention Native flute music – shaman’s Drums – Tibetan Gongs  along pathways and in pavilions) Function as a major center for ART in BoulderPhasing, Flexible, evolving Cohesive thematicallyDesign reflect forward thinking / design excellence Enjoyable  locals and visitorsIntegrated place to BLEND “natural and built”Welcoming, clean, comfortable, safe   Government employees will also use it / so there will be informal interactions with government staff workers and officialsOUR Research = productivity, clarity, job effectiveness and satisfaction are all enhanced by this kind of installationDesign must foster and encourage use & participation ALL AGE GROUPS, INCOME LEVELS, avoid predominance of any one group(possibly mention mitigation of homeless issue) due to lighting, sensors, etc.LINK to surrounding neighborhoods – downtown, Goss-Grove, CU & University Hill, Boulder High SchoolCreating  separate pedestrian path ways from the bike lanes will invite and encourage additional and other types of public use to and from civic heart of Boulder and the government building.NEW URBAN DESIGN – Streetscape Character 



Required Principle: Outdoor Culture and Nature
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Architecture + Nature = Beauty & 
Balance

By creating outdoor rooms for all Boulder residents, we 
use these structures to teach about plants, animals, the 
elements, the sun, the wind and our relationship to it all.

"The Earth Does Not Belong To Us, We Belong To The 
Earth. All Things Are Connected. Whatever Befalls 
The Earth Befalls The Children Of The Earth.” - Chief 
Seattle, 1854

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multi Use, Multi performance Gathering Places that will invite a host of cultural events . Pavillions have a sound and light system that can be used for performances, educational purposes, yoga etc….The Pavilions themselves evoke classical / culturally relevant buildings BiophiliaMaintain / Expand green, open space – no, net loss – especially HHZ areaTree root Aeration by resurfacing parking lots and encouraging drainage.Revegetation plans for erosion control and landsculpting for flood mitigationPavilions embrace NatureCreek channel maintained as ecologically healthySafe access to Boulder Creek – no damage to ecological valueMaintain views and “Breathing Room”Improve park like quality along Farmers Ditch �



Celebration of History and Existing Assets

Place Additional 
Image Here
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Supporting our Festivals and Market
The Farmer’s Market and Boulder’s downtown festivals are 
incredible aspects of Boulder life and are supported and 
expanded by our Vision proposal.   The new brick plazas tie 
into and expand Boulder’s “living room”, the Pearl Street Mall.  
The pavilions will be anchors for our festivals and daily (and 
now nightly) use of the Creek path. The solar canopies over 
the Farmer’s Market will give it an inspired shelter, while 
generating 100kwH of solar power. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enhancing the library areaSolar canopies at Farmers MarketConnecting landmarks , Pavillions and FM with pedestrian paths Arapahoe Indian symbolism and instruments (audio) LANGUAGE FROM ATTACHMENT CFarmer’s Market vital component, source of community prideEconomic Benefit – solar energy saves resourcesYear Round expansion – (the heated canopies) Sharing information – regional relations – Farmers DitchPreserve, reflect, celebrate (inclusive history – indigenous populationsMining, Railroad, Olmsted’s linear park, landmarked structures Accordance with city policies and regulationsProvide interpretation – integrate history with arts, culture, local food	Address Bandshell use, access & delivery/ noise – increase enjoyment of Sister City PlazaBoulder’s History :Arapahoe Indian symbolism and instruments (audio)Reintroducing the “Trolley” �



Project Implementation Approach

•
•
•
•
•
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• How is your project 
feasible?  What is your 
unique approach to 
implementation?  

The implementation of Agora can be a gradual, 
phased process as funding is secured. This 
approach in no way detracts from the integrity 
or quality of each component of our design. 

The Water Pavilion can be built separately from 
the re-surfacing of the parking areas creating a 
permeable ground surface, as can the crusher 
fines pedestrian pathways. 

Funding sources can be solicited from 
philanthropists to engrave their names on 
bricks and other physical components of 
the sculptural pavilion. Various donor levels 
can be designated. 

Foundations with aligned mission 
statements and Government grants 
designed to support the reduction of 
automobiles, increased pedestrian access 
to community amenities, mass transit and 
public safety priorities will be solicited. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up to 200 additional words here for descriptionIdentify feasiblility and creative funding and partnership strategies.  Catalyst project must be able to be implemented within two years, and have a total project cost (including design and implementation) of $300,000 or less. Submitters may propose near-term project ideas either in a single contiguous space or divided into various components throughout the subject area. 



Enhanced Access and Connections
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Car-free in the City
Our proposal prioritizes walking, biking and public 
transportation over cars.  We propose to expand and 
add several winding, permeable, pedestrian-only 
pathways, which also make the current multi-modal 
paths safer for cyclists. All the pavilions are fully ADA 
accessible.  And while the parking lots remain, they 
will be converted to brick parking plazas, making them 
more attractive for other non-car uses.

Our Vision proposal includes reintroducing the Boulder 
Trolley 

Circulation Diag

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Agora increases the area’s great beauty, attractiveness and tranquility by reducing automobile use. Artistically compelling architecture and site design de-emphasizing the use of motorized vehicles.Elegant blending of pathways encourages movement and spontaneous gatheringsDaytime and evening use with lighted pathwaysHarmonious with the pedestrian nature of Pearl Street Mall but not a duplication or replication of activities or design�



A Place for New Community Activity/Arts
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Architecture, art & nature create new 
canvases for community interaction

While this Agora is a structure, it exists to define and offer a 
safe Place in nature for everyone.  It suggests activities, but 
is wide-open for individual expression.  Do you come here 
for contemplation, education, inspiration, education, 
exercise, celebration, quietude or excitement, a dialogue, a 
witness, a connection….or just for the sheer wonder of it?  
They are all here.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All future use and changes exemplify Community’s Sustainability Values (economic, social, environmental)Encourage partnerships:Adminsitrative, financial, program services Collaborate with CitySound financial analysis – likely capitalOngoing operations, maintenance public/private useProve community benefitIncrease inclusivenessConserve energyMinimize waste & carbon emissionsConserve water Improve water & air qualityProvide educational and experiential component Our contributions for economic issues.  Simplicity, reused materials, renewable energy, tourism (economic benefit) – interactive with NOAA, Technology… Science on a Sphere – source funds from multiple stake holders



A Viable and Sustainable Future

Place Additional 
Image Here
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A Clean and Healthy Future

Reduce Boulder’s carbon footprint :
Invite pedestrians to use new new walkways
Encourage cyclists with safer bike paths
Develop the 1st (out of 4 in our Vision Project)
Solar pavilion to increase safety (illumination)
Reuse, recycle, reinvent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 All future use of Agora designs and pavilions exemplify vibrant community interaction.  Community’s sustainability values are embodied in all aspects of Agora The Agora structures invite partnerships with local service providers, organizers of festivals and special events as well as community art groups and other stakeholders. Adding Agoras to the existing civic area enhances overall community benefit. Agora Increases inclusiveness by providing multi-use and multi-purpose areas. The solar aspect of Agora conserves and generates energy at the same time it reduces carbon emissions Agora provides educational and experiential components that can change with our changing times   Solar PV Canopies KW of energy to be used at the City’s discretion for lighting and sound purposes.Pathways (see Site plan)Multi use paths will become 2 way paths with color coding and a central painted line to increase safety 
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